Microsoft Word Concept Map

How are my friends and I changing?

**Math**
- Create a Newsletter using statistics, graphs, data
- Organize statistics into a spreadsheet
- Create Survey for Classroom

**Language Arts**
- Create a Political Cartoon using Draw or Point
- Read “Outsiders” (view video – make video of one scene)
- Characterization Chart using Inspiration (Show on Word too)

**Science**
- Create a vocabulary list and use the Vocabulary list in a poem using Desktop publishing (Submit to NM Culture Net)
- Library and Internet research on drinking or smoking. The effects of Drinking on Middle School Students – (ProQuest)

**Social Studies**
- E-mail survey to another school
- Students will create a presentation using Hyperstudio or Power Point. (Video clip)
- Scan a map of New Mexico and plot the data to the map.

Internet research – National/State/County Drinking \and Smoking Statistics – (ProQuest)